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Blacksmith tongs plans

Hi! Today, I'm going to tell you how a handmade blacksmith Neither blacksmith will do anything without a plier even without an anaesth goblet, a burner-made forge (they're all instructed in my profile) and other tools that blacksmith's hands do. The tongs are different and I'll tell you the most suitable one. Of course, it's my subjective
opinion of comfort and the reason I like that is because the pliers are big enough to hold small and large workpieces and have round lips that hold the armature easily, even they are wide enough to hold flat details. We don't need special tools, but preparation is necessary. Tools needed: corner grinder - drill - forge - an anaecon Required
materials: -round armature. Diameter 12 mm, length 500 mm, 2 pcs bolt (rivet)I will now explain why I chose such materials. It makes no sense to take an armature with less diameter, since it is mild and impractical. It is even better to take a larger diameter, but in this case we have to make an effort to for forthiscot and heat the workpieces
in general. So 12 mm is enough to work in a garage. The length is also for convenience – if it is longer, it is difficult to keep the workpiece with pliers; If it is shorter, you can burn yourself during the process. And it's better to take longer, because you can always cut it off. You can choose a bolt on the same principle - shorter is unreliable,
longer has thin sides to the drilling site. Usually all the work appears in my video, so I will briefly tell you the process. Published in ABANA's Hammer's Blow in the summer of 2001, Vol. 9, #3 bow tongs for small stock and line drawings by journalist Brian Gilbert instead of these photographs. These pliers resemble the versatile pliers made
by Toby Hickman when he was videotaped at Joe Pehoski's Shop in 1991. The video is available for rent from ABANA. These instructions differ primarily from the video so that they are designed with a hand hammer. They can also be made with a power hammer, as can Toby Hickman. Several sec processes are used to prepare these
pliers: e.g. Good plier steel, especially for plier manufacturers, is an ordinary mild steel called A36, which typically has carbon up to 0.29%. More experienced plier manufacturers sometimes prefer to use medium carbon steel, such as 1045, 4140, 8640, as a stronger plier. The advantage of mild steel is that if they are cooled with red heat
and cooled in a fire extinguishing tank, they are not as prone to cracking as they are if it is made of steel of higher carbon steel. The A36 is also inexpensive and easy to work with. The A36 is slightly stronger than 1018/1020 (typical cold rolled), which also works for pliers. Remember that the stronger the steel, the lighter the pliers can be
and vice versa. With this pliers, which hold both round and square stock in a very satisfying way, it is often not necessary to own pliers with only a round bar. The dimensions given in this article are 1/4 3/4 and 11. This size is suitable for pliers designed to hold 3/8 material. At the same 1/4 3/4 bar you can make pliers that hold 1/4 up to
1/2 material, although these pliers are a little light to hold 1/2 iron. For this size, which is slightly about 1 length (marked 3/4 on an empty bar before forged) and the boss's length of 7/8 - 1 is typical Since the thighs and stem (space between the boss and the bit) are pulled out, their final length is about 2 times as long as the original marked
distance. The stem of these yards is marked at 1.5 and stretches to about 3. Once you are familiar with the steps in this process, the length of the plier can be changed depending on the dimensional characteristics you want in the pliers. Larger pliers can be made using larger bars with the same approximate proportions, such as 5/16 by
1, 3/8 by 1, 1/2 by 1 1/4, etc. A key factor in determining the size of the stock used in a particular plier is determining the size that suits the boss. The boss does not change in thickness or width to pee during the manufacturing process. An estimate of how long pole stock is needed is simply to use 1/2 of the length of the desired finished
product. Remember that the shorter the stem, the greater the grip force, but at the expense of versatility. Riveting size is not critical, except that usually the larger the pliers, the larger the mowing. A simple guide is to use a staple that is at least as thick as a boss steak in nothing. Both pliers are made exactly the same. There is no left and
right half unless and when you punch a hole, as was explained later. The sheaths often make pliers to use in either the left or right hand, depending on which thigh falls in the palm of the hand when the beanie is opened. Sometimes there is also a debate about whether torque is used counterclockwise or clockwise. There are a good
number of sheds that aren't worried about the left hand or the right hand, and neither is this article. The easy solution, if the right or left hand is worrying, and the pliers appear to be on the wrong hand, is to bend the loop on each rhini near the boss. Make a bend so that one thigh is directly on top of the other, making it fit either right or left.
Step #1 you can isolate different parts by first marking the bit, boss, and pee twists with silver or other tag pen as shown in the picture. Then indent the bar into those marks by driving the cold bar into the corner of the analytic for a small indentation. This indentation, if large enough, makes it easier when the bar is hot, to feel those marks
on the edge of the anaeum for the next process. Without indentation marks and when the iron is hot, it is difficult to find and forg the right spot. Mark and indent both pieces side by side at the same time, which helps to make both pliers the same. Step #2 isolate different areas for processing. With forging heat, you can see the bar in 3
places previously marked by driving the bar to the small edge of the anaebell. Hold the hot iron above the face of the anaecler at a suitable angle. Keeping the bar at an angle of about 45 degrees works. Then hammer the bar over the edge of the anaeum to the right depth. Up to 1/3 bar width (1/4) in the turn of the Rhines and boss, 1/3
bar width at the boss and arm stage and 2/3 bar width (1/2) in bit and arm turn. Care must be taken to ensure that these saggings are not made too deep, because they then become weak areas. Pliers are also stronger if those have a rounded inner corner and not a sharp square angle. Step #3 A. Pull out the natas with forging heat. The
rhines can be pulled first to create a built-in handle that removes the pliers to keep the job. Be careful not to make the rhini too thin or narrow near the boss. Keep the resins rectangularly wider than the thickness, which gives extra strength in the desired direction. Keep the thickness of the original bar 1/4 at least close to the boss. Try a
nice flat, wide boss and narrow at the end. Knock or round the edges to make the pinnats feel comfortable in the hand. This 1/4 and 3/4 bar stock tong is easy to pull by hand, although welded to the handle is another suitable option. Pulling this small stock with a hand hammer is good practice for blackheads who want to increase their
hammer control, and the practice should be relatively easy and fast. A power hammer is my choice when it's available. B. Pull out the stem (between the boss and the bit) with forging heat. Hammer behind the bar over a narrow angle or point in the an anaesth go by to keep the previously forged boss and bit off the road, avoiding damage
to them with a stray blow. Maintaining the original 1/4 thickness, keep width 1/2 near the boss and cone the arm to 1/4 width just before bits. C. Bit width forging with forging heat approx. 9/16 The bit lengthens by about 1 and thickens slightly. If, coincidentally, cold closure develops anywhere, grind or archive it out, because cold closures
are the beginning of an incoming crack! Step #4 A. Split the length of the bit over forging heat approx. 1/2 width. Keep the share centered and directly over the length of the bit. This may take some practice with scrap pieces. A grip device is essential when working alone. Making this concentrated gap usually works best for me by standing
in front of a bit so that I look down on the length of the pee. Start at the end of the arm and walk towards you. Attach the chisel to the 1/4 bar stock to store a thin bit, but with thicker stock it is also possible to make a gap with a hook saw. Making a split now that the stem is straight is much easier than after bending the stem. Additional
note: Another good way to share a bit is to take a pretty high heat bit and stem. Then place the stem in the vise (with a screwdriver jaw guard that places the rounded edge on a sharp vise jaw), place the pliers 1/2 blade up and attach above the vise and bend the blade down so that the blade is placed horizontally in the crack at the top of
the screwdriver - the side is split. Then we have a little, which is about 90 degrees to the stem, and is supported by a crack in the jaw protectors. Then take the chisel and make a share. This process is easier for some and since the bit has eventually bent anyway, this system works well. B. Open the cut with forging heat at the right 90
degree angle by gently hammering the anaeum into a sharp angle or edge. Step #5 A. Heat the stem from the boss to the bite, then quickly cool only the bit in the water so that the hammer does not distort the bit in subsequent bending processes. Then bend the bit's head back about 70 degrees from the stem. Bending is easy to make if
the heated stem is placed in a screw press, where the bit pushes up and out and then hammers the cold a little over. Use the jaw cover of the screw press with a suitable radius at the top to prevent the jaw from forged and prevent a bend that is too sharp. B. Heat the area of the boss and stem and bend the head of the stem by about 70
degrees (cool boss if necessary so as not to damage it). High-quality bending is easy if either the stem or boss is placed in a screw press with jaw covers. Step #6 A. Bend the stem with forging heat between the bit and the boss into a semicircle curve with a hammer and an anaemic horn, bending forks and/or other pliers as needed. Try
aligning the gap bit with an imaginary line that runs in the place where the staple goes. B. Holes and drift hole (or drill) in the middle of the stapler's boss. The drill leaves a nice cohesive hole, but the blow leaves more material in the boss. If only impact and not drifting are used, the rivet joint is inferior due to the narrowing hole made by the
typical impact, in which case only a small surface touches the rivet. Therefore, holes a small hole with forging heat and gently drift into size (1/4 for these pliers). Run over the 5/16 brace (hole in the iron). Place the staple either cold or hot. The staple should stick to about 1.5-2 diameters before pounding down. Make a nice dome staple
head with a small hammer. Using heavy hammer blows and/or hot staples will help expand the rivet inside the plier, filling any heap or space. Note that when you hit, hit and drift from the inside of the plier to the outside of the plier. Hitting and drifting pushes metal and lifts the ridge to one side of the drifting area and around the hole. These
elevated areas, if allowed to face each other inside the joint or unless they have been archived or in some way removed, lead to a loose joint. Find out how the pliers go together in advance and keep the abutting sides of the joint flat and smooth. Since rivet can sometimes be damaged in the ens entred adjustment and alignment process,
it is often safer to use the bolt and nut temporarily and place the rivet in the final stages. Step #7 A. Heat the pliers from the boss into a piece of orange heat, then roughly and slightly adjust the stem as needed so that the pliers hold a 3/8 square bar in a bit. Adjust the piece around the scrap piece by squeezing it in a screw press and/or
chopping it into the analysis with a hammer. Adjust or bend in the screw press so that they are open at a distance that fits comfortably in your hand during operation. B. Use the same heat or, if necessary, rehe heat from the boss to the bite. Turn off the newly installed bit, leaving the arm, boss and upper arms hot. Then hold the bar scrap
with the pliers intended to hold, place the pliers in a pin screw clamp with the pliers vertical and the bit ending up. Then bend the stem, etc., if it is appropriate to align everything so that the base of the scrap bar remains firmly attached and also aligns with the length of the pliers along an imaginary line that passes through the center of the
staple and bit. Bending forks, pliers or other pliers and a light hammer can be useful in this adjustment process. Continue the alignment and adjustment process until you are satisfied with the results. Step #8 if it is difficult to move the shields due to a tight rivet joint, heat the joint and open and close the intestines several times until they
loosen. Finish with your favorite finish (wax, oil, etc.). It is convenient to cut or archive the V-grove towards the end of the bit so that the pliers can be used to hold the barpoin on the pliers as well as on the pliers. Additional note: It is convenient for the pliers to hang directly downwards and not spread apart when the pliers hang on the
pliers. To achieve this effect, bend the pliers next to the boss so that when assembled there is a space that exceeds the width of the rod on which the pliers are hung. If that's right, the veins hang straight down and take up less store space. This bending is easy to make if the rein is inserted into a screw press with the boss in the screw
clamp, and then the hammer bends over the boss in bending heat. This concept is optional and is not represented in the plier of this original article. See the diagram mentioned below. Pliers have a good diagram showing dimensions and boss design at: . Note that the pliers style in my article above is called Goose Jaw Tongs in the
diagram. In addition to dimensions, carefully note the structure of the corners, etc. By &amp; Photographed by Dick Nietfeld, Shady Grove Blacksmith Shop, www.blksmth.com, Grand Island, Nebraska USA - 6/5/2001 Back How To Page
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